Abstract-We present MatRox, a novel model-based algorithm and implementation of Hierarchically Semi-Separable (HSS) matrix computations on parallel architectures. MatRox uses a novel storage format to improve data locality and scalability of HSS matrix-matrix multiplications on shared memory multicore processors. We build a performance model for HSS matrixmatrix multiplications. Based on the performance model, a mixed-rank heuristic is introduced to find an optimal HSS-tree depth for a faster HSS matrix evaluation. Uniform sampling is used to improve the performance of HSS compression. MatRox outperforms state-of-the-art HSS matrix multiplication codes, GOFMM and STRUMPACK, with average speedups of 2.8× and 6.1× respectively on target multicore processors.
I. INTRODUCTION
A large class of applications in machine learning, scientific computing, and data analytics involve computations on dense symmetric positive definite (SPD) matrices. Many of these matrices such as the ones in kernel methods in statistical learning [1] , Gaussian processes [2] , matrix factorizations [3] , and integral equations [4] are structured (or low-rank, or data-sparse). Identifying this structure and compressing the low-rank blocks can significantly reduce the storage and computation costs of dense matrix computations. Different low-rank representations have been studied to exploit the structure in dense matrices. Amongst them, Hierarchically Semi-Separable (HSS) algorithms are one of the most widely used.
This paper presents MatRox, a novel algorithm and implementation that improves the performance of HSS matrix computations on multicore architectures. The HSS algorithm first constructs an HSS matrix K from a dense matrix K ⊂ R N×N using low-rank approximation during a compression phase. One of the components in compression is a binary tree which we call the HSS-tree. As shown in Equation 1, K is composed of a block diagonal matrix D that stores diagonal blocks of K and low-rank matrices U and V that approximate offdiagonal blocks. The results of compression are used to reduce the computation complexity of operations involving the HSS matrix in an evaluation phase. This work focuses on SPD matrices and our evaluation is for matrix-matrix (and matrixvector) multiplication shown in Equation 2 where W ⊂ R N×Q .
Recent work has investigated efficient implementations of the HSS algorithm, specifically the evaluation phase, on parallel multicore architectures [5] - [7] . The HSS-tree represents the computation pattern and the dependency between matrix subblocks during evaluation. To improve the performance of HSS algorithms on parallel processors, most of existing HSS implementations, e.g., GOFMM [5] and STRUMPACK [6] , use the HSS-tree as the input for dynamic task scheduling. Thus the parallelism strategies in these libraries differ based on the type of dynamic scheduling used. For example, STRUMPACK builds a queue of tasks by post-order traversal of the HSS-tree and then uses the OpenMP dynamic task scheduler. MatRox also uses the OpenMP dynamic task scheduler but combines it with a queue of tasks that is built by traversing the HSS-tree level-by-level.
Even-though investigating scheduling algorithms is important for improving the performance of HSS algorithms on parallel architectures, in this work, we demonstrate that an efficient data layout, that takes advantage of the inherent datasparsity in HSS matrices and the pattern of computation in evaluation, can significantly improve the performance and scalability of HSS evaluation on parallel processors. Also, existing libraries require tuning of parameters such as the HSS-tree depth for performance and portability which requires repeatedly executing HSS compression and evaluation phases. We build a theoretical model in MatRox that predicts an optimal depth for the HSS-tree, eliminating tuning overheads for this parameter.
MatRox Overview. MatRox consists of a performance model to analyze the memory bottleneck in HSS algorithms and determine an optimal tree depth (d opt ) that coupled with a novel storage format, called Compressed Data-sparse Storage (CDS), significantly improves the performance of the HSS / * HSS matrix-matrix multiplication * / 3 Y = Evaluate-with-CDS('Mul', K<CDS> , W); 4 return Y algorithm on multicore architectures. The model is used with a heuristic to determine an optimal depth d opt . This depth is used in the compression phase in MatRox where uniform sampling [8] with adaptive compression creates K and stores it in the CDS format. MatRox is shown in Algorithm 1.
ModelEval in line 1 of the algorithm uses information from the architecture to create a theoretical model of the evaluation phase and to determine the optimum HSS-tree depth. A userspecified accuracy ǫ along with the optimal depth are passed to Compress-to-CDS to generate the compressed matrix. The matrix blocks created at compression are stored in the CDS format to follow the computation pattern of HSS evaluation. The compressed matrix in CDS is used in line 3 to efficiently compute the matrix-matrix multiplication in Equation 2. The paper is organized to discuss preliminaries about the HSS matrix compression and the evaluation process in Section II. Section III-A discusses the ModelEval phase. We will then introduce the CDS storage format in Section III-B and discuss why this format follows the computation pattern of HSS evaluation and how it can improve locality of HSS evaluation and enhance its scalability. The compress-to-CDS phase is discussed in section IV where we demonstrate how compression is implemented in MatRox to generate the compressed matrix in CDS to be used in the evaluation. Our contributions are as follows:
• A novel storage format called CDS that follows the data sparsity and computation pattern of HSS algorithms to improve the performance and scalability of HSS matrix evaluations on shared memory multicore processors.
• A mixed-rank heuristic that finds the best performing HSS-tree depth for fast HSS evaluation eliminating tuning overheads. Our heuristic also comes with a theoretical performance model that demonstrates HSS matrix-matrix multiplications are memory bound.
• Implementation of the improved HSS algorithm with the storage format and the mixed-rank heuristic in MatRox. We show that MatRox outperforms GOFMM and STRUMPACK on average 2.8× and 6.1× respectively. The end-to-end HSS algorithm (compression and evaluation) is accelerated with MatRox over GOFMM and STRUMPACK on average 2.3× and 4.1× respectively.
II. PRELIMINARIES
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1 Figure 1 : The left figure shows the HSS partitioning of a matrix, and the right figure shows the corresponding HSS-tree.
in Equation 2. We use notation similar to [6] . To construct K, the matrix K is partitioned hierarchically and its off-diagonal blocks are approximated using low-rank matrices as shown in Figure 1 . A binary tree, which we call the HSS-tree, is used to represent this hierarchical partitioning. d is used to show the depth of the HSS-tree. The root node depth is 0 and the depth of the HSS-tree shown in Figure 1 is 2.
The index set I η belongs to the HSS-tree node η and I T is the set for the root node T where I η ⊂ I T = {1, . . . , N }. If η is an internal node with children v 1 and v 2 then I η = I v1 ∪ I v2 . At the leafs of the HSS-tree, the diagonal blocks D η = K(I η , I η ) are stored as dense matrices. The off-diagonal blocks K v1,v2 = K(I v1 , I v2 ), with siblings v 1 , and v 2 are approximated using low-rank matrices as
with tall-skinny matrices U v1 and V v2 that are the bases for the row and column spaces of K v1,v2 . Complex conjugation is denoted as * . For the internal node η, U η and V η are defined hierarchically as
while as shown in Figure 1 , for the leaf node η, U η = U η and V η = V η . Figure 1 shows a two-level HSS partitioning of a matrix along with it's HSS-tree in which D i , U i , and V i are called generators for node i and B i,j is the generator for nodes i and j. These generators on HSS will be used to construct matrix K approximated by HSS. We use a symmetric HSS matrix in this work thus U i = V i according to [9] . Compression. The HSS approximation K of the matrix K is constructed during a compression phase. At compression, a randomized sampling algorithm [10] is often used along with a low-rank matrix factorization such as the interpolative decomposition (ID) [11] to compute generators U , B and V . We will briefly discuss ID and the importance of rank of approximation here; sampling will be elaborated in Section IV. ID approximates a matrix A with rank r by using a subset of r columns of the matrix to interpolate other columns such that ID(A) = A(:, J)X + E, where J consists of r column indices, X is the coefficient matrix, E is O(ǫ), and ǫ is the compression error tolerance. The number of columns in J can be adjusted to reduce the compression error. During compression, as demonstrated in Equation 3 , the off-diagonal blocks, e.g. K v1,v2 , are approximated. If ID with rank r is used for this approximation, the generators U and V will be tall skinny matrices with r columns and B will of size r×r. In practice, the rank for approximating off-diagonal blocks for an accurate enough HSS approximation is unknown in advance.
Adaptive-rank methods [12] , where the off-diagonal blocks are approximated with different ranks, or a fixed-rank method, in which all the off-diagonal blocks are approximated with a tuned fixed rank r, are used to reach the desired accuracy.
Evaluation. The objective of the evaluation phase is to operate on the compressed matrix K, line 3 of Algorithm 1. We organize the evaluation phase into four stages based on [4] Notation. Throughout the paper we use the following notions: N is the number of rows (or columns) of K and the number of rows in W , Q is the number of columns in W , d is the HSS-tree depth, m is the leaf node size, r is the rank for approximation, n leaf is the number of leaf nodes, n inner is the number of inner nodes which are all the nodes except the root and leaf nodes. The relationship between the depth d of an HSS-tree and other variables is:
III. THE EVALUATION PERFORMANCE MODEL AND EVALUATION WITH CDS
The objective of HSS algorithms is to reduce the execution time of operations involving structured dense matrices by compressing K and performing the matrix operation on the compressed matrix K. Improving the performance of the evaluation phase is the main objective of HSS matrix implementations which is also the primary objective of this work. In this section, we propose a novel data layout, called the compressed data-sparse storage format (CDS), to improve Stages Floating point operations and memory accesses the performance and scalability of HSS evaluations for matrixmatrix multiplications on multicore architectures. Prior to discussing CDS, we will derive a performance model for the evaluation phase and introduce MatRox's mixed-rank heuristic for finding an optimal HSS-tree depth for faster evaluation.
A. Performance model and optimal depth
The following discusses the performance model for evaluation and the heuristic used in the EvalModel phase of MatRox for determining best depth.
A memory bound evaluation phase. To model the performance and memory access behaviour of the HSS evaluation phase, we use operational intensity (OI) from the roof-line model [13] which refers to operations per byte of DRAM access. To compute OI, we divide the number of floating point operations C by memory accesses M after they have been filtered by the cache hierarchy. Data-reuse in the evaluation phase in MatRox only occurs in the FT and BT stages, as shown in table I, and on a small part of the data. We account for this reuse in our model by only once counting accesses to DRAM for these data. Table II and the following shows how we compute C and M :
For simplicity, this analysis assumes all the off-diagonal blocks are approximated in rank r. We explain the process of computing C and M for FT as an example. At a leaf node j, the FT stage computes W j = V * j W j , with 2mrQ floating point operations and 8 × (m(r + Q) + rQ) memory accesses. For an inner node j with children l and p, FT performs To analyze the behavior of the evaluation phase, we obtain arch minOI = arch.peak_f lops arch.peak_BW which is the minimum operation intensity required to achieve maximum performance on the target architecture and compare it to the evaluation algorithm's OI. arch.peak_f lops and arch.peak_BW are the peak floating point performance and peak memory bandwidth (over all cores) of the architecture respectively. The algorithm is memory-bound when it's OI is less than arch minOI and is compute-bound otherwise. As shown in Figure 2 , the HSS evaluation phase easily becomes memory bound with increasing depth. In the following, we will use the above to determine the best depth for fast evaluation. Finding the optimal depth. In the ModelEval phase of MatRox we execute a mixed-rank heuristic, shown in Algorithm 2, that finds an optimal depth, d opt , for fast evaluation. Line 5 in Algorithm 2 computes a theoretical execution time for evaluation using the following based on the roof-line model:
Lines 2-7 find the best performing depth for a specific fixed-rank HSS tree with rank r and store that depth in depth vec . The depth vec array is populated with the best performing depth for HSS-trees with different fixed-ranks. Finally in Line 9, the depth that most frequently appears in the depth vec is returned as d opt . In the algorithm d is depth, r is rank, r max is the maximum possible rank of off-diagonal blocks and is bounded by the dimension of these blocks, and d max is the maximum possible depth and is bounded by the matrix dimension. Even-though MatRox is implemented based on adaptive-rank, because the off-diagonal blocks in adaptive-rank methods are approximated with different ranks, our heuristic uses theoretical times from multiple fixed-rank HSS-trees and then chooses the most-frequent best-preforming depth amongst all the fixed-rank HSS-trees. This heuristic works well in practice and finds an optimal rank in all our experiments. Figure 3 demonstrates this by showing the experimental time from MatRox's evaluation phase and the theoretical time for four fixed-rank trees. The circled points are the values stored in depth vec from Algorithm 2 when executed for these ranks. Depth 7 is the most frequent appearing depth in the depth vec array, thus d opt will be 7. As shown in the figure, the experimental results also obtain best performance with depth 7, which shows that the heuristic closely follows the experiments. We should note that the cost of Algorithm 2, i.e. the EvalModel stage in MatRox, is negligible because the algorithm only operates on scalars and the matrix data is never required for computations in the model.
B. Evaluation with the novel CDS storage format
As discussed in the preliminaries section, the compression of the data-sparse HSS matrix creates sub-matrices to be accessed for evaluation. The existing implementations of HSS evaluation use a linked list to store these sub-matrices. However, a linked list does not guarantee consecutive memory accesses and will negatively effect the performance of the inherently memory-bound HSS evaluation. In the following, we will first present a novel storage format for the evaluation phase with the objective to increase spatial locality. The computation pattern of the DM, FT, MP, and BT stages in evaluation will then be analyzed to demonstrate that evaluation benefits from CDS. MatRox uses this implementation to Figure 4(b) shows the pseudo-code for evaluation.
improve the data locality of the HSS evaluation on parallel architectures. We will also demonstrate that CDS improves the scalability of evaluation on multicore architectures.
The CDS storage format: We propose the CDS storage format where the HSS matrix, e.g. Figure 1 , is stored from a linked list based storage to a layout that improves locality for evaluation. Figure 4(a) shows how the generators and the diagonal blocks of the HSS matrix in Figure 1 are stored in the CDS format. As shown, different diagonal blocks D, and the generators B and U are stored consecutively in arrays Dia, Bgen, and Ugen respectively. Dptr, Bptr, and Uptr point to the starting point of a block in the Dia, Bgen, and Ugen arrays.
The matrix blocks are stored in CDS based on the order of computation to improve spatial locality. By order of computation we are referring to the order which D, B, and U are accessed during parallel execution of the evaluation phase. The HSS-tree represents the dependencies between the submatrices of K, thus, the execution pattern is a level-by-level traversal of the HSS-tree and CDS stores the sub-matrices based on this level-by-level traversal. For example, as shown in Figure 4 , U 5 and U 6 in Figure 1 are stored in consecutive locations in the UGen array. Spatial locality in the evaluation phase is more important than temporal locality since the small sub-matrices accessed during evaluation are seldom reused. For example, while evaluation for an HSS-tree with depth d accesses 2 d+2 + 2 d+1 + 2 d − 6 sub-matrices including diagonal blocks, only 2 d+1 − 4 of these small matrix blocks are reused; data is only reused in the BT and FT stages. Scalability: CDS improves the local memory accesses with increasing number of cores to sustain scalability on multicore processors. Large number of main memory accesses can reduce performance on multicore processors [14] and becomes more critical in memory-bound problems such as HSS matrixmatrix multiplication in the evaluation phase. As shown in Figure 5 , we use the average memory access latency [15] of the evaluation phase for different number of cores (1 to 12) to demonstrate that CDS enhances scalability compared to existing data layouts such as [5] . The average memory access latency, which is a measure for locality, is computed from the L1 cache, TLB, and the last level cache (LLC) misses using PAPI. Figure 5 shows the direct relation between average memory access latency improvement in MatRox and the achieved speedup of the evaluation phase compared to GOFMM. The coefficient of determination or R 2 is 0.988 that shows a perfect relation between speedup and average memory access latency. Since CDS follows the HSS-tree level-by-level traversal pattern, the memory access time is reduced as the number of cores scale.
Storage and conversion cost: CDS has low storage and conversion costs. Storage cost refers to extra memory locations used in CDS and conversion cost is the time that is spent for converting a linked list based storage to the CDS format. Memory needed for storing the D, B, and U blocks is the same as existing storage approaches such as [5] . The only Figure 5 : The relation between speedup and average memory latency for the hepmass dataset using a Gaussian kernel with bandwidth h = 10 on Haswell. Average memory access latency is the average cost of accessing memory in MatRox's code and GOFMM. The coefficient of determination or R 2 of the line is 0.988. storage cost specific to CDS is the memory required to store the pointer arrays Dptr, Bptr, and Uptr and the storage cost of each is equal to the number of nodes in the HSS-tree, i.e. O(2N/m). CDS has a conversion cost that occurs in the compression stage where the HSS matrix needs to be restored. Since the rank is unknown in adaptive-rank compression, MatRox first stores the data in a temporary buffer, and after the rank of each block is known, it stores the low-rank matrices in the CDS format. The conversion cost for B and U is O( 
IV. COMPRESSION IN MATROX
Compression in HSS algorithms consists of (i) permutation, used to reveal the low-rank structure of the matrix, (ii) randomized sampling to reduce the computation overhead, and (iii) low-rank factorization of sub-sampled matrices. The permutation and low-rank factorization in MatRox's Compressto-CDS is the same as GOFMM. However, MatRox uses a different sampling method, uniform sampling, which is discussed in this section. In MatRox, the compression phase also has an additional step at the end to store the compressed data into CDS; the overhead for this step was discussed in Section III.B as the conversion cost.
In the following we explain the process of uniform sampling in MatRox. As stated in Section II, compression applies ID to the matrix blocks in each node and computes a factorization of rank-r by expressing each matrix block as a set of its columns [11] . These tall and skinny blocks with rows ranging from N/2 to N − m ≈ N , can lead to a costly ID [6] . Therefore, randomized sampling methods are used a priori to reduce this cost. For a leaf node v 1 and its sibling v 2 , consider the matrix block Kv 1,v1 = K(I T − I v1 , I v1 ) where we show the set of all rows except v 1 withv 1 with index set I T − I v1 . MatRox samples these matrix rows uniformly at random to generate a sampled matrix K * . Finally, we obtain the generator B by B v1,v2 = K v1,v2 (J v1 , J v2 ). U v2 = V v2 because of using symmetric matrices in MatRox. The number of samples may vary based on the dataset, but a sampling of size twice the number of columns for each block works well in practice. A similar approach is taken for internal nodes.
In Figure 6 we use leverage scores to show that uniform sampling performs well for the tested datasets. From [8] rowleverage scores, the Euclidean norm of rows of right singular vectors, can be used as a measure of importance for rows. A uniform distribution of leverage scores demonstrates that uniform sampling will perform well [8] . We compute the leverage scores for rows of random leaf nodes for matrices from both machine learning (susy) and scientific applications (hepmass, K03, K06, K08, and K09). The cumulative sum for normalized leverage scores is shown in Figure 6 . As shown, the row-leverage scores form a uniform distribution thus uniform sampling will work well in practice. Prior work has also shown that uniform sampling performs well for many realworld datasets [16] - [18] ; all our experiments which include 20 different matrices from different domains also demonstrate this. Uniform sampling in MatRox has a O(N ) overhead which is less than the sampling overhead in STRUMPACK, which uses random projection methods with O(N r 2 ), and GOFMM that samples based on nearest-neighbor information with O(N log N + N ). Uniform sampling does not need full access to all elements of the matrix.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We compare the performance of MatRox with STRUMPACK [6] and GOFMM [5] , which are considered as two state-of-the-art parallel implementations for HSS algorithms. For compression, the user-specified error tolerance is 1E-5 and the maximum possible rank with adaptive-rank is 256 for all tools. Number of columns in W is Q=2048 and the relative error in evaluation ǫ f is in the Frobenius norm similar to GOFMM:
Our dataset includes 20 matrices listed in Table IV . The K02 to K16 datasets are from [5] and the rest are kernel matrices generated using real-world datasets from the UCI repository [19] . K02, K03, K12-K14 are from scientific applications and resemble inverse matrices and Hessian operators from optimization and uncertainty problems. All other matrices are kernel matrices assembled from a kernel function and data points from a real data-set where K ij = K(x i , x j ), in which K is a kernel function and x i , x j ∈ R d are data points from the dataset. The K04-K10 are kernel matrices assembled from mostly scientific datasets. Table IV assigns an ID to each matrix. Matrices with ID 16-20 are generated from covtype, susy, and hepmass; covtype and susy are machine learning datasets. We use a Gaussian kernel [1] with bandwidth h = 10 for these datasets. Matrices with ID's 1-18 have a dimension of 16K × 16K, the dimension of matrices 19 and 20 is 8K × 8K and 32K × 32K respectively. To generate matrices 16-20 we had to randomly sample from their application data points to fit in memory. GOFMM supports kernel matrices assembled from data points as well as general SPD matrices, thus we use all the datasets for comparison with GOFMM. The kernel function and data points are required inputs to STRUMPACK, thus we compare results from MatRox with STRUMPACK for datasets 16-20 for which we had access to the data points.
MatRox is implemented in C++ with double precision (DP) and uses OpenMP 4.0 [20] for shared memory parallelism. All the code is compiled with icc/icpc 16.0.3. The STRUMPACK and GOFMM are installed using the recommended default configuration. We report the median of 5 executions for all the experiments. The tested architectures are listed in Table  III . In the following, we will first show end-to-end (compression and evaluation) results from MatRox with the optimal depth recommended by the mixed-rank heuristic and compare with STRUMPACK and GOFMM with their recommended tuned depths. To demonstrate the performance benefits provided by CDS for evaluation, we then compare MatRox with STRUMPACK and GOFMM using the same HSS-tree depth.
A. MatRox end-to-end results with optimal depth
Table V provides a comprehensive comparison between MatRox, GOFMM, and STRUMPACK for both performance and accuracy, in which all the tools are using their recommended configurations. MatRox uses the mixed-rank heuristic to use an optimal depth d opt during evaluation. As shown in the table, d opt will vary based on the architecture and the matrix dimensions because of the mixed-rank heuristic. The arch minOI on KNL and Haswell is 28.3 and 7.1 respectively, thus, based on Figure 2 , because the minimum OI to reach the maximum performance on KNL is higher compared to Haswell, the evaluation algorithm will obtain its best performance with smaller depths on KNL.
As shown in Table V , MatRox evaluation is on average 3 and 3.5 times faster than GOFMM on Haswell and KNL respectively. Compared to STRUMPACK, MatRox evaluation obtains speedups of 6.7× and 21.0× on Haswell and KNL respectively. The performance improvement in the evaluation phase comes from the optimal depth provided by the mixedrank heuristic and the proposed storage format. Compression in MatRox is also faster than the other tools because of using uniform sampling. For example, compression with MatRox on Haswell is on average 2.2 and 3.5 times faster than GOFMM and STRUMPACK respectively. If we consider the end-toend execution of the HSS algorithm which includes both the compression (C) and evaluation (E), MatRox's speedups are 2.3× and 4.1× on average over GOFMM and STRUMPACK on Haswell, 1.7× and 30.2× on average over GOFMM and STRUMPACK on KNL. The compression times reported in MatRox include the conversion time to convert to CDS. Table V , also shows that the depth recommended by the mixed-rank heuristic does not negatively affect accuracy. As shown in the table, the accuracy of MatRox is close to GOFMM's accuracy and is more accurate than STRUMPACK, which fails to compress matrices 18 and 20 on both KNL and Haswell. MatRox uses the same permutation method [21] as GOFMM and then compresses the off-diagonal blocks with adaptive-rank to reach the user-specified tolerance. STRUMPACK uses a different permutation method, i.e. recursive two-means [22] based on k-means clustering. Thus, the permutation method is more likely to affect accuracy and the observed difference in depth between tools does not have a noticeable effect on accuracy because of using adaptive-rank algorithms.
B. The storage format and scalability
To demonstrate the efficiency of CDS, the scalability and performance of the evaluation phase in MatRox is compared to GOFMM and STRUMPACK. To show the performance benefits of CDS, an HSS-Tree with the same depth is used for all the three tools. This ensures that the sizes and number of matrix subblocks are the same for all tools for fair comparison. Since CDS is used during evaluation, reported times are for the evaluation stage. We show how CDS outperforms the other two libraries for matrices with different data-sparsity and will also demonstrate that CDS leads to a scalable evaluation phase on different architectures. Figure 7 and Table V : End-to-end comparison between MatRox, GOFMM, and STRUMPACK. C and E refer to compression and evaluation. The numbers in the "C" and "E" columns are time in seconds. In MatRox, d opt is determined by using the mixed-rank heuristic.
on Haswell and KNL. MatRox benefits from the better memory layout provided by CDS and is faster than GOFMM and STRUMPACK, 2.8× and 6.1× on Haswell and 3.4× and 14.8× on KNL respectively. The performance benefits obtained from CDS depend on the architecture. Since KNL has higher arch minOI compared to Haswell, better speedups are achieved on KNL over Haswell. Even-though CDS improves the performance of the evaluation phase for all datasets shown in Figure 7 and Table VI , the amount of speedup achieved differs based on the available data-sparsity in the matrix. We compute the average rank of off-diagonal blocks after the matrix has been compressed (with adaptive-rank) as a measure for the available data-sparsity in the matrix/dataset. The higher the average rank, the less datasparse the dataset is. The highest reported speedups belong to matrices that are very data-sparse such as matrices 2 and 10 with average ranks of 1 and 2 respectively. Matrices 5, 14, and 15 that have the largest average rank, in order 211, 253 and 255, show relatively lower speedups. As the compressed matrix becomes sparser, operational intensity decreases and thus, memory accesses dominate the execution time. CDS improves the memory access time in MatRox and makes it more efficient for data-sparse matrices. Figure 8 shows the scalability benefits of CDS for different matrices and architectures. While MatRox scales well on both architectures, GOFMM and STRUMPACK are not scalable or scale weakly when the number of cores increases specially on KNL. As explained in Section III-B and in Figure 5 , CDS improves spatial locality and reduces the memory access time with increasing number of cores while scalability in other libraries is limited by memory access times.
As discussed in Section III-B, the compression phase of MatRox has an additional stage that converts the linked-list based storage to CDS which we call the conversion time. Figure 9 shows the ratio of conversion to the entire compression time on Haswell. As shown, the conversion cost is small and is on average 10.8 percentage of the entire compression phase on Haswell; the same trend is also observed on KNL. Also, often the datasets are compressed once with HSS compression and then used for repeated evaluations thus this cost will amortize.
VI. RELATED WORK
Hierarchical matrices are used to approximate matrix computations in almost linear complexity. Hackbusch first introduced H-matrices [23] , [24] , in which the matrix is partitioned hierarchically using a cluster tree and then parts of the off-diagonal blocks are approximated. Later, H 2 -matrices were introduced [25] which use nested basis matrices, to further reduce the computational complexity of dense matrix computations. Many low-rank formats exist and most are classified as H-or H 2 -matrices. For example, Hierarchically Off-Diagonal Low-Rank (HODLR) [26] which approximates all off-diagonal blocks in low-rank is considered as a specific subclass of H-matrices. HSS is similar to HODLR but uses nested basis matrices and thus is a subclass of H 2 -matrices. Numerous algorithms are studied for the compression of hierarchical matrices some of which include truncated SVD, rank-revealing QR [27] , rank-revealing LU [28] , CUR factorization [29] , Nystrom method [30] , adaptive cross approximation [31] , and interpolative decomposition (ID) [11] . MatRox uses ID in its compression phase. Randomized algorithms [10] are frequently used for faster low-rank approximations during compression. For example, Martinsson [11] uses randomized sampling for the construction of HSS matrices, in which elements are sampled from the matrix with matrixvector multiplications. ASKIT [21] and GOFMM implement neighbor-based importance sampling and STRUMPACK [6] Figure 7 ). Numbers show the evaluation time in seconds. All implementations use the same HSS-tree depth.
uses random projection [8] . Uniform sampling has been shown to perform well for many real-world problems [16] , [17] and is used in MatRox. During the evaluation, hierarchical matrices can be used to reduce the complexity of numerous matrix operations. The frontal matrices in multifrontal methods often have a low-rank structure [3] thus hierarchical matrices have been studied to accelerate matrix factorization and develop fast solvers in work such as [9] , [26] , [32] . H-matrices are used with LDL T to build robust preconditioners for GMRES [33] . Ghysels et al. [34] introduces a parallel and fully algebraic preconditioner based on HSS. Other work has improved the complexity of matrix operations such as matrix inversion [35] and matrix-vector/matrix multiplication [32] . The evaluation phase in STRUMPACK and GOFMM supports matrix-vector and matrix-matrix operations which we use for comparison.
Hierarchical matrix algorithms have been implemented on various platforms ranging from shared memory [5] - [7] , dis- tributed memory [12] , [36] , [37] , and many-core architectures such as GPUs [38] . ASKIT and GOFMM provide a parallel fast multipole method on multicore processors. STRUMPACK [6] , [12] and Hsolver [39] use HSS for accelerating multifrontal factorization on both distributed architectures and multicore processors. STRUMPACK also supports matrixmatrix multiplication on distributed architectures [12] . Existing parallel codes take advantage of tree parallelism for an efficient parallel implementation. Particularly, existing multicore frameworks such as GOFMM propose novel scheduling in combination with tree traversals. However, MatRox focuses on improving the memory access time of HSS matrix-matrix multiplication on multicore processors by proposing a performance model and a new storage format.
VII. CONCLUSION We introduce MatRox to improve the performance of HSS algorithms on shared memory multicore architectures. We propose a novel storage format to improve the performance and scalability of HSS evaluation. Our mixed-rank heuristic finds the optimal HSS-tree depth for faster HSS evaluation eliminating the need to tune for best depth. Uniform sampling is also used for fast compression. Our experiments show MatRox outperforms state-of-the-art HSS libraries on multicore processors.
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